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What are the dreams and what do people  
need them for? Let’s reflect about this topic 
a little.
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Obviously, there is the reality 
in this world.



But it is 
undoubtably 
as well, that 
there are  
dreams  
in it too.



So, what is it…



...and why is it so important 
for people to dream sometimes?



In fact, it has a simple explanation. 
Our life is like a difficult road 

with a big set of rules.



But dreams let any soul to throw 
aside any rules and limitations,



…and in a second find 
ourselves in a place,



…where we really want to be.



And it is quite possible that dreams 
are an invisible certain reality. 

Such as radio waves, for example.



And, then who knows what role 
the dreamers really play in this world... 



Of course, different people 
have different dreams.



Sometimes they may be amusing,



…sometimes,
they may 

not seem too 
reasonable.



So what? 
That’s why 
they are 
dreams!



What do 
people like 

to dream 
about most 

of all? 



In fact, there is a countless number 
of things to dream about in the world.



There are 
dreams  

about  
simple  
things,



…and about big, complex ones.



Someone  
dreams about 
an interesting hobby.



And others  
want to take a trip  

to a beautiful 
country.



Those who value feelings most  
of all dream about true friendship,



…and about
unforgettable 
meetings.



However, the most important 
dreams in humanity are still 

the dreams about love.



(Well, or about 
a very big love…)



Nothing changes here for thousands 
of years. And it’s great.



Actually, suspiciously many sages said 
that dreams could be materialized,



…or, in other words,
they can be reflected in our real life.



So maybe later we all will figure 
out that dreaming is...



…not such
a useless

activity…
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